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A recent survey in the UK suggests that there is a low public regard for current, British
1
architectural practice : When asked which profession’s work was most valued, around 90% of
the sample group said doctors, roughly 70% nominated teachers, but only 5% voted for
architects.
2
84% could not even name a living architect. Jon Rouse, CABE’s chief executive, believes
that there are some stark conclusions to be drawn from the survey:
“Architects have managed to completely detach themselves from society. They are
fantastic at communicating with one another but have completely failed in
3
communicating with the wider public.”
Considering the fact that architecture forms much of the basic fabric through and with which
we lead our lives, it is an extraordinary indictment, and one that emphasises the fact that
recent architecture has ignored its social dimension. However, this schism needs to be
understood not only in terms of product – the buildings themselves, but also, I believe, in
terms of process – the service of design. The design processes that architects follow are still
generally considered a form of internalised, professional struggle, and in no sense as a form
of dialogue. This too often results in the generation of a disengaged, aloof and remote
architecture. Participatory design offers an alternative route, yet such an approach is still far
from mainstream and is considered by many architects to be coarse exercise that demeans
and marginalises the designer, producing results of the ‘lowest common denominator’. In this
chapter I shall argue that this is far from the case. Participatory design is a process that deals
with intricate relationships between perceptions of place, social agendas, ownership, cultural
values, direct engagement and changing environments of all kinds. It is a sophisticated and
holistic approach to design dealing with what Toffler has described as the ‘demassification’ of
social systems, with popular culture and with ‘consumer’ needs. At the urban scale it
considers the whole field of change for its value-added potential.
In what follows I have traced personal readings of the various forms of creative thinking and
analysis that inform participatory design in its widest sense. These draw on a wide range of
disciplines traversing architecture, branding and social science. This foregrounds an
exploration of consumption and participation not as mutually exclusive actions, but, rather, as
counterparts in the production and use of things, setting a particular context for a reappraisal
of urban design and design for the ‘everyday’. The chapter concludes with a brief account of
the processes and outcomes of the Soundings-3 workshop, and of our attempts to ‘furnish
public space’.

The Production of Meaning
Coinciding with that point in the early decades of the 20th century when positivist and purely
rational definitions of urban space began to crumble, a series of cross disciplinary exchanges
began which led to the production of theories and methods that were to radically alter our
understanding and representation of the world. A number of these theories offered sets of
‘soft tools’ that were transferable across disciplinary divides resulting in broad ‘fronts’ of
change that together, trace out the geography of a continuing paradigm shift.
In linguistics, structuralist doctrines suggested by Saussure in 1915, which centred not on
speech itself but on the underlying conventions and rules enabling language to operate, were,
1
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thirty years later, appropriated and developed in the anthropological work of Levi-Strauss. In
applying structuralist principles to anthropology Levi-Strauss defined procedures that opened
up the field: Structural analysis should, he argued, examine unconscious infrastructures of
cultural phenomena and their relational values, deal with systemic patterns, and formulate
general laws to explain the ‘deep’ structures that organise patterns of phenomena. This
predominance of structure over function was later reflected by the rationalist movement in
architecture and in particular, in the championing of urban ‘typologies’. Here reductions of
quintessential urban form, generally, though not exclusively derived from pre-industrial
societies were adopted not only as the elements of a ‘persistent’ tectonic language, but more
importantly as a grammar of urban form - as an indissoluble and unarguable fact of part and
whole. In its relation to the ‘underlying conventions and rules’ of language, the production of
architectural typologies was clear. It was not so much about assembling an ‘architecture
parlante’ or an expression of use, as in articulating a set of arcane codes that would promote
syntactical order and permit timeless readings of architectural ensembles. At best, it could
only be a partially realised:
“Beyond the identification of invariant forms, of linguistic and syntactical systems, of
typologies, structural research in architecture cannot escape the great problem
affecting all structural research: the network of unconscious and unknown links that
underlies figurative choices, that is behind and informs the architectural codes, that
4
ties these codes to social behaviour, to myths and to historical dialectic.”
“Does it make any sense to speak of ‘reading’ space ? Yes and no. Yes, inasmuch as
it is possible to envisage a ‘reader’ who deciphers or decodes and a speaker who
expresses himself by translating his progression into a discourse. But no, in that
social space can in no way be compared to a blank page upon which a specific
message has been inscribed. Both natural and urban spaces are, if anything, ‘overinscribed’: everything therein remains a rough draft, jumbled and self-contradictory.
Rather than signs, what one encounters here are directions - multifarious and
5
overlapping instructions.”
Later exchanges between linguistic and visual methodologies was stimulated by Saussure’s
and Peirce’s work on semiotics, which Saussure defined as:
“A science that studies the life of signs within society” ... [and interestingly in its
relation to another ‘new’ theoretical field] ...”forms part of social psychology, and
6
consequently general psychology”.
This thesis was brilliantly applied by Roland Barthes to an evaluation of the techniques of
advertising and visual media in the late 50’s, generating what was to become, during the
7
following decades, a major approach to media theory. Barthes’ work on semiology is
nowadays categorised as ‘narratology’ - the study of narratives in all forms of communication.
Its effect on architecture through its paradoxical overturning of the anti-humanistic, systemic
approach of raw structuralism was to liberate the designer from reified practice and to open
up more speculative ideas on the uses and generators of architectural and urban space. The
loosening of structuralist methodology was also anticipated by Peirce in his cognitive
reasoning that semiosis is a process and that the role of the interpreter must be accounted
for, necessarily introducing variants and contingency which go beyond context to the ‘network
of unconscious and unknown links’ Tafuri acknowledged. Contemporary media theorists
stress the importance of the active process in interpretation, a position which confirms a
creative contract with the ‘user’ and a dimension often absent from post-Marxist critiques of
consumer society which conceive of consumption only as a necessary extension of
production.
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Semiotics generated a loose visual syntax for contemporary forms of expression which leaked
across into the world of architecture, redeeming awareness of its general semantic
dimension, and through that, raising the potential to engage ‘difference’ and challenge the
homogenising rhetoric of modern movement practice.
The architects Denise Scott-Brown and Robert Venturi applied semiological evaluation to
8
‘contemporary’ urban space in their celebrated book, ‘Learning from Las Vegas’. The book
developed Venturi’s concerns with complex, Gestalt relationships, but with an emphasis on
the use of every-day symbolism. Their written works combine to describe architecture as a
complex interaction of forms and codes without one particular, embodied meaning. This
position opposed the purist ideals of the modern movement:
“Orthodox Modern architects have tended to recognise complexity insufficiently or
inconsistently. In their attempts to break with tradition and start all over again, they
idealized the primitive and the elementary at the expense of the diverse and the
9
sophisticated”
This excision of the ‘diverse and the sophisticated’ from the corpus of orthodox modern
movement design produced, for the greater part, an architecture of silence. Writing on the
intertwined destiny of language and architecture Victor Hugo asserted that one would kill the
other, that printed language would rob architecture of its narrative role and diminish its preeminence as a record of human achievement:
“This was the presentiment that as human ideas changed their form they would
change their mode of expression, that the crucial idea of each generation would no
longer be written in the same material or in the same way, that the book of stone, so
solid and durable, would give way to the book of paper, which was more solid and
durable still.... It meant that one art was going to dethrone another art. It meant:
10
printing will kill architecture.”
In the century and a half since then the role of textual and linguistic structures has not so
much relieved architecture of its communicative role as furnished it with ‘tools’ to perform (and
problematise) that function. Paradoxically, as the materials that constitute architecture have
become more ephemeral and switchable, architecture is finding a new form of definition as,
11
itself, a form of media. Tschumi, Nouvel and Koolhaas have all experimented with
‘electronic’, programmable facades, able to convey dynamic images which undercut,
emphasise or oscillate between coherent and incoherent states of interplay with surrounding
masses and structures. In part-quoting James Wines, Puglisi observes:
“Electronics compels us to stop thinking of construction as an abstract art and, in
particular, of walls as part of a formal composition based on geometric rules. The wall
must become ‘a filter that receives and transmits a wealth of information ... just like a
television’ and space must become a medium which you pass through, picking up the
12
information with which it is organised.”
During the seventies Deleuze, Derrida, Foucault and Kristeva assembled a loosely knit body
of work that emerged in critical response to the expansion of structuralist methodologies into
the discipline of semiotics. The various writings of this group constitute post-structuralist
theory. Foucault and Derrida were interested in symbolic codes and discourses, but
considered them dynamic and mutable, leading to an ‘infinite play of the signifier’ and an
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‘endless play of difference’. Derrida probed the limits of knowledge further, introducing
deconstruction of orthodox rationality (or simply, deconstruction) based on the model of
Heidegger’s ‘destruction of ontology’, laying down the seeds of post-modernism.
Deconstruction, more than any other thesis, implicates the reader (or consumer) in the
generation of meaning and suggests that the possibilities for the production of meaning are
endless. Post-structuralist theory and deconstruction have a bearing on contemporary
architectural discourse, most notable in the work of Bernard Tschumi and Peter Eisenman.
Tschumi’s Le Fresnoy, a national studio for contemporary arts in Tourconing, France, forms a
dextrous assemblage of existing and new structures. In the void between the new roof plane
and the various pitched and barrel-vaulted roofs of the existing complex - the ‘space between’
- Tschumi has arranged a series of suspended gangways and stairs to explore a space which
escapes conventional definition. The operational moves are, as with so much of Tschumi’s
oeuvre, clear and rational yet the resulting spaces haunting and ‘other’. Time, movement and
programme, elements drawn from Tschumi’s fascination with filmic productions, are all seen
as active ingredients of space.
“In architecture, the re-examination of the programme/building linkage entails carrying
out tasks that shake up the normal process of the project.... There is deprogramming
as soon as formal manipulation and a play of language appears. The term
deprogramming is to be understood both as an analysis of the programme and as a
proposal in itself, just as deconstruction, for the philosopher Jacques Derrida, is at
once a critique and a production. To produce heterogeneity in programming needs at
least two players: the text of the programme and the quoted text. The work of
quotation does not consist of simply illustrating but is operative in the project. It acts
13
as an incitement.”
Deconstruction and post-structuralism have opened the doors to more inclusive and radical
approaches to the generation of meaning and in a form that denies any place for the absolute.
In many ways these linguistic theories are perceived as both a jibe at and an incitement to
creative practice. Designs that evolve through the use of ‘cut & paste’ are considered to have
the same internal relevance as orthodox and ‘rational’ compilations, and rightly so. Rather
than refine linear, logical narratives, inversions can be used to produce meaning, many
stories or threads of stories can be told, ideas and images can be recycled, all free from any
central orthodoxy of thought or control for the signs that are re-appropriated. In this sense
deconstruction strikes an accord with the device of ‘detournement’ as applied by the
Situationists:
“The two fundamental laws of detournement are the loss of importance of each
detourned autonomous element - which may go so far as to lose its original sense
completely - and at the same time the organisation of another meaningful ensemble
14
that confers on each element its new scope and effect.”
This though, was hardly a new idea. Sixty years before the writings of the post-structuralists
were to appear and forty-five years before Debord wrote the passage quoted above the
enigmatic and brilliant Marcel Duchamp had promoted the idea of the ‘readymade’ through
His ‘Bottle Rack’, ‘Snow Shovel’ and ‘Fountain’ pieces. The latter, the famous urinal signed ‘R.
Mutt’, was produced by him and submitted for the American Society of Independent Artist’s
1917 exhibition. Duchamp had played a part in founding this group, and in insisting that artists
of all persuasions should be afforded the means of exhibiting their works on payment of a
nominal registration fee. The ‘Mutt’ fountain was sent in to quietly test the operation, and, of
course, it was judged by the committee to be ‘unsuitable’. In response Duchamp was later to
write a piece in the ‘The Blind Man’, a magazine sponsored by the wealthy art collector Walter
Arsenberg and edited by Duchamp himself:
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“Whether Mr Mutt, with his own hands made the fountain or not has no importance.
He CHOSE it. He took an ordinary article of life, placed it so that its usual significance
disappeared under a new title and point of view. He created a new thought for that
object.”
Duchamp was arguably the most assured artist in the ‘production of meaning’ that has ever
existed. His later work drew richly from linguistic sources and at times appears closer to a
radical and irreverent form of philosophy than to a practice of art. Along with members of the
Dada group and the later Surrealist movement he drew inspiration from the work of Raymond
Roussel (Impressions of Africa) and Mallaparte (Les Chants de Maldoror). From the latter,
written by Isador Ducasse between 1865 and 1870, comes the unforgettable passage:
“as beautiful as the chance meeting upon a dissecting table of a sewing machine and
an umbrella”.
Andre Breton, the founder of Surrealism (a term borrowed from Appollinaire’s 1917 play “Les
Mamellas de Tiresias: A drama surrealiste”) annexed Les Chants de Maldoror to their cause
along with Appollinaire’s two collections of poetry, Alcools, 1913 and Calligrammes, 1918,
and the work of Arthur Rimbaud, whose dictate: “The poet becomes a seer by long, enormous
and reasoned derangement of all his senses” could be taken as a motto for Surrealist
practice. Rimbaud, who quit writing poetry at the age of 21 to become a gun-runner in the
African interior seemed to practice what he preached.
The direct progenitors of Surrealism were members of the Dada group, formed in Zurich in the
spring of 1916, the year of Verdun, which was to witness the death of 150,000 soldiers on its
first day. The movement, more than just a reaction against war and the society that fostered
it, attacked anything conventional and sacrosanct - government, literature, art. According to
Duchamp it was “a sort of nihilism... a way to get out of a state of mind to avoid being
influenced by one’s immediate environment or by the past, to get away from cliches - to get
free”. Dada has been described as a total war against bourgeois culture, driving its founders;
Hugo Ball, Richard Huelsenbeck, Tristan Tzara, Marcel Janco and Jean Arp to nightly
frenzies at the Cabaret Voltaire, railing against ‘reason’, reducing language to utterances and
chants, performing bizarre and macabre dances and goading the audience with brutal,
mechanical ‘music’. The power of their raw attitude, though compared to the Punk movement
of the 70’s and the actions of the Situationist International by Griel Marcus in his extraordinary
‘Lipstick Traces: a secret history of the 20th century’, has scarcely, if ever been exceeded.
“Art has not the celestial and universal value that people like to attribute to it. Life is
far more interesting. Dada knows the correct measure that should be given to art:
with subtle, perfidious methods, Dada introduces it into everyday life, and vice versa.”
15

Yet, for all its nihilism Dada proved a source of inspiration and nourishment for Sartre’s
definition of Existentialism - which postulates individual human action as the sole proof of
existence in an absurd universe. It laid down the foundations for the Surrealist movement, in
which ‘incarnation’ it provided such memorable ‘detourned’ images as Meret Oppenheim’s fur
covered cup and saucer and Man Ray’s nail encrusted iron. Through its enacted and uttered
approaches to the creation of a directly experienced ‘art’ it provided the impetus for
performance art and its earlier expression in the form of the ‘happening’s’ of the 50’s and
60’s, which Duchamp considered, through the interaction of onlooker and the maker to
constitute the “two poles of creative art”:
“ Society takes what it wants. The artist himself doesn’t count, because there is no
actual existence for the work of art. The work of art is always based on the two
poles of the onlooker and the maker, and the spark that comes from that bipolar
action gives birth to something - like electricity. But the onlooker has the last word,
15
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and it is always posterity that makes the masterpiece. The artist should not concern
16
himself with this, because it has nothing to do with him”
These oscillations of thought between linguistic theories and image, practices of art and
philosophy though they appear through different media and forms of expression, trace the
lineage and emergence of new ideas, approaches and attitudes. These in turn lay down the
strata from which new trajectories are described. A recent example of the ongoing interplay
between linguistic and image structures can be found in the work of Greg Ulmer, a Professor
of English at the University of Florida. He has, within an explicitly post-structuralist framework,
explored a field which synthesises the structure of textual works and video productions, of
‘video forms and styles of thought’ in an attempt to invent a genre designed for the cognitive
17
structures of an electronic age. Ulmer is concerned not so much with the annunciation of a
new and absolute science, in the sense of quantitative proof, as with a field of research which
deals with subjective thinking, experience and attitude, yet in a way that seeks to engage
universal practices of creation and consumption.
These apparently opposed objectives; individual and system, subjective and structure,
underline a conundrum which reverberates across the Humanities: The imponderable
equation between the existential and the finite. For architecture, this duality has a special
resonance.

Architecture and Use
The branch of thinking that I trace below has its roots in the work of a few architects in the
‘80’s, all of whom attempted to engage urbanism not so much as a scientific problem, for
which there are solutions, but as a complex and variegated field whose success depended as
much on getting the various components of urban experience right as in laying down the
structures through which city territories could be defined, change and grow. The experience of
18
the city, much written about in the last two decades , reaffirmed the wider architectural
domain as a dynamically consumed, socially coded territory, stimulating an awareness of the
interplay between social protocols and urban form.
For Koolhaas, Tschumi and Coates this interplay led to the identification of programme and
narrative as critical issues for their individual forms of creative practice. Koolhaas and
Tschumi both drew heavily on filmic structures, and in particular the work of Sergei
19
Eisenstein to shape an approach to the programmation of space. Koolhaas himself had
studied and worked in film before embarking on his architectural studies. The percolation of a
filmic imagination into the world of architectural production had three important
consequences. First, it reaffirmed time as an essential structure of space, and movement as
an essential aspect of experience. Secondly it introduced event and narrative as generators
of space and ambience putting the idea of ‘users’ at the heart of the productive impulse.
Thirdly it produced a method which used interwoven layers and sequences (the equivalent of
Eisenstein’s compilation of storyboard, soundtrack, shooting sequences, etc.) that could be
combined in a superimposition of space, event and narrative. In essence this structures an
assembly of design systems using ‘multi-track’ production to generate the equivalent of
‘recombinant environments’. The method resonates, curiously enough, with Laugier’s 1765
Observations sur l’Architecture on good urban design:
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“He who knows how to design a park well will have no difficulty in tracing the plan for
the buildings of a city according to its given area and situation. There must be
squares, crossroads and streets. There must be regularity and fantasy, relationships
and oppositions, and casual, unexpected elements that vary the scene; great order in
20
the details, confusion, uproar and tumult in the whole.”
In Tschumi’s work clarity, then, belonged to method - or process – as much as it belonged to
product. In separating design into various strains and elements, each with an inherent
structure, and then superimposing them in a new combination, he devised a means of
generating rich, unexpected experiences and environments.
Coates continued Tschumi’s thinking, building further ‘narrative’ approaches to design whilst
opening architecture out to embrace and draw upon street culture, later pushed further
through NATØ - Narrative Architecture Today - a group whose vibrant though short lived work
is recorded in three magazines issued between ‘94 and ‘95. Here architecture and street
culture find a symbiotic exchange, recalling Tzara’s comments on interaction between art and
everyday life.
Where Koolhaas and Tschumi later began to use arcane ideograms and signs to capture and
represent ideas of programme and ‘event space’, Coates fetishised representations of space
in which the body and physical gratification held sway. All three architects used ‘vignettes’ to
develop spatial structures. These approaches espouse attitudes to the formulation of urban
21
space that are not described so much in terms of typologies and urban structures as in
terms of directly experienced space. The urban condition is acknowledged in all its
vicissitudes and proclivities. Sensuality, crime and paranoia are not neatly excised but
intermingle in the craven spaces of the city. Critically, the user is centrally located in the
creative approach, anticipating the later use of ‘scenario planing’ in architecture, of which,
more is said later.
figure 1 – An episode fromManhattan Transcripts; Bernard Tschumi
figure 2 – Delirious New York; Rem Koolhaas
figure 3 – Ark Albion; Nigel Coates

The hedonism of the work produced by these individuals often used narrative structures that
reflect the city from the viewpoint of players critically enmeshed in the urban milieu - the
22
Marlowesque suspect in Tschumi’s ‘Mahattan Transcripts’ the neo-Flanneur in Koolhaas’
23
24
‘Dilirious New York’ , The ‘correspondent’ in Coates’ ‘Ark Albion’ - to construct not only the
spaces, but to develop ideas of their resonance in use. Within this, ‘raw experience’ is
acknowledged as an important consequence of design, and space and event accepted as
intimately entwined protagonists in the ‘production’ of experience. In this sense the approach
25
to architectural design approximates processes of ‘imagineering’ .
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The methods employed by Tschumi, Koolhaas and Coates acknowledge and borrow from
Dada’s ‘Cabaret’s’, the Surrealist’s Paris excursions, and perhaps even the Fluxus group’s
‘Fluxevents’, at which poets, musicologists, sculptors and artists would arrange bizarre
performances in curious urban locations to produce new forms of ‘mise en scene’. They
26
reflect the ‘derives’ of the Situationist International , whereby groups or individuals would set
27
out to explore and chart the ‘psychogeographies’ of the city, usually in a drunken or
otherwise ‘consciousness-altered’ state. The ‘derive’ - a term first used by Andre Breton to
denote a process of critical reflexivity in Art practices - drew on various sources:
“ from the Surrealists’ discovery of urban ‘magnetic fields’ in the 1920’s to Thomas de
Quincey’s wanderings through London in the early nineteenth century, back even to
28
the ‘Carte de Tendre’ (Map of Feelings) of the seventeenth century precieuses ...”
The quest, which Debord considered to harbour critical techniques equal to any other with
regard to the ‘consumption’ of urban conditions, was about as far removed as it was possible
to get from the then prevailing ‘rationalist’ methodologies of the architectural intelligentsia
(CIAM), and particularly of Le Corbusier. Rather than submit to the doctrines of rationalism
and functionalism as generators of urban form, Debord passionately defended a pluralist
approach that would build upon processes of individual empowerment to define new urban
conditions. In effect, we would all be authors of shared urban milieus conjured up in response
to individual definitions of what might, with a pinch of salt, be considered new forms of ‘civic
behaviour’; scripted as the ultimate creative act, the definition of self outside of the
mainstream and totalising cultures of consumption - the Society of the Spectacle.
Before petty jealousies and hierarchical aberrations fractured the Situationist International
(SI), Constant, one of a group of architects including Karel Appel and Alechinsky attached to
the ‘COBRA’ movement and later a member of the SI, produced a series of urban scale works
which attempted to express the ‘unitary urbanism’ of the SI. These ‘New Babylon’ projects of
the 1960’s described ever more heroic ‘growths’ of open, multi-level structures traced along
routes of movement that anticipated but tried not to define their ultimate use. They evoke,
though at a much larger scale, the kinds of environmental backdrops associated with the
29
‘happenings’ of artists such as Allan Kaprow , but ultimately appeared to Debord to be too
abstract, too bourgeios. Though it is probably true that Constant’s work failed to represent
Debord’s ideas of the ‘constructed situation’ - essentially the production of unique and
unilateral works by and for ‘livers’ in the city - it helped to configure an architecture that dealt
with ideas of locally determined space within a larger construct touching on ideas of
customisation that are still relevant to-day.
The vibrancy of the work produced during the early careers of Koolhaas, Tschumi and
Coates, however much it confronted the paucity of formalist urban design which then still
drew on the work of the Italian Rationalists, the MARS group, the Russian Constructivists and
particularly Leonidof’s Magnitogorsk and other industrial ‘Linear City’ concepts for inspiration,
remained more a critique than a methodology. The narrative structure too often relied on
existing conditions for development and soon drew fire from such urban theorists as Edward
30
Soja for these reasons. Yet it is the ability to work with givens, and to include them in the
26
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creative mix that particularises the work of Tschumi, and which marks a departure from
‘tabula rasa’ design practices.
The work of Stan Allen, himself a student of Tschumi’s at Columbia, developed an approach
which intelligently and critically drew out an approach to the formulation of urban space which
31
both internalised narrative structures and responded to grand urban processes. In essence
Allan argued for an approach which conjoined infrastructure and field conditions. Physical
Infrastructures, such as motorways or continuous canopy structures are essentially indifferent
to place and endlessly scalable but are able to support localised development. Field
conditions emerge from particular and site specific characteristics, pressures and internal
logistics which not only extend to, but anticipate ‘bottom-up’ systems of spatial development.
The approach is both purposeful and relaxed. No master plan, in the sense of a fixed purview
of absolute outcomes, is produced. Rather a co-evolutionary system is laid out which has just
enough structure to guide growth without thwarting inherent potentials, temporal iterations,
individual programmes and ongoing scenarios of change. The approach recognises the
impossibility of accurate prediction in the form of immutable configurations and offers instead
a kind of spatial and social infrastructure.
figure 4 – Architecture as Infrastructure from Points and Lines by Stan Allen

The work of all these architects recognises the fact that urban spaces are psycho- and sociospatial products, places of both order and sedition, and that such considerations should be
ingrained within processes of urban design. Their work suggests that the ‘user’ or ‘consumer’
should be located at the heart of the creative process, and that design should ‘read’ as well as
‘write’ the city from as wide a set of perspectives as possible in order to adequately inform
and engage our creative practices. Such approaches could build on the ‘compound thinking’
that trans-disciplinary and participatory approaches offer. However, it is not just a case of
bolting various types of thinking together, or in parallel. Rather, the ambition has to be the
32
generation of truly hybrid, open source approaches that absorb and reposition elements of
‘borrowed’ thinking from allied fields (Duchamp). We need to detourne not only existing
artefacts, or socio-political structures, but whole processes of thinking and procurement
(Debord).

Consumption, Participation and the Generation of Value
Consumption and participation represent two distinctive practices that deal with ‘brand’ and
‘bond’. Though each appear to work in hermetically sealed conditions and through exclusive
sets of references, the possibility of synthesis and the generation of a new, hybrid design
approach appears to be both possible and desirable. The approaches resonate with the ‘skin’
and ‘soul’ theme of the Soundings-3 Workshop – the former representing the global, the lustre
of surface conditions, transferable symbolic values, and with our ‘play’ as ‘consumers’; the
latter representing a concern for local conditions and intimacy, the extraordinary potential of
33
dynamic, open source, ‘bottom-up’ systems of design and a role for active participants.
Such a combinatory approach recognises the value of architecture and urban space in a
compound way, stretching from the semantics of social space to the direct experience of
every-day life.
Photographers appear to understand the compound nature of urban space well, and have
long charted the chemistry of urban conditions in a way that urban designers seem incapable
of assimilating. The celebrated photographs of Brassai or Cartier-Bresson point to a
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realisation that the beauty of the city is not that of the object, but an altogether deeper and
more diffuse interplay of things, places, times and the vagaries of use. The chance
accumulations of history contribute as much, if not more than the initial, rational layout of the
street or square. Walker Evans’ photographs find a visceral beauty in the layers and
accretions that overwrite the original, modest beginnings of the mid-western North American
city spaces he set out to document for Franklin Roosevelt in 1935. The photographs convey
direct images of much-used places - in fact places brought into being, and ever changed by
their users. We ‘belong’ in all of these photographs. This is starkly contrasted with
contemporary architectural drawings which cleanse away all traces of history, of ownership or
belonging. We are there on suffrage - to look at, but not to touch the technologically
triumphant architectural ensembles that ‘purify’ real experience and pare down involvement to
the flatness of a soap-opera.
Is it possible that we architects could learn from photographers how to assimilate the various
compounds and solutions of urban chemistry in an integrative way? To use a current phrase,
do we know how to design ‘holistically’?
34

Fluid has been exploring the two perhaps complimentary, perhaps opposed branches of
semiotics and branding on the one hand and of participatory urban design processes on the
other over the past few years. The first is to do with consumerism and broad ideas about the
navigation of space, place and ‘belonging’. The second is to do with approaches to a social or
shared means of producing space and place. In both cases the environments produced are
by-products or end results of overlapping and organic processes rather than the direct target
of ‘pure’ design.
Fluid do not subscribe to the neo-Marxist view, so beloved of Baudrillard, that consumption is
merely a necessary extension of production. Nor do we believe that we are captives of an
economic imperative that makes us all unwitting accomplices of a capitalist programme. We
all navigate values and transactions in a very fundamental way when we consume something we’d argue is now closer to appropriation than to innocent adoption. The
semantics of consumption move ever closer to an assembly of pure signs, and these signs
are imbibed and internalised at an early age. In an exercise carried out by Stephen Banham
and the Melbourne-based graphics firm, ‘Letterbox’, a group of school children were asked to
draw product logo’s from memory. The results were tabulated to show the predominance of
particular brands. The fact that this exercise could be carried out with almost identical results
in London or Berlin, suggests that a crude yet in some ways shared ‘lexicon’ is generated
through branding. Is this in any way inferior to earlier, synthesised symbols of belonging - the
flag, the anthem, the school tie? Could it be argued, in fact, that this new lexicon is more
appropriate to a multi-cultural democracy and post-industrial society? Perhaps, but it has to
be acknowledged that the difference between consumer goods and ‘state’ emblems has more
to do with access than objective.
Consumer elements constitute, in their entirety, a kind of global vernacular through and with
which we communicate and play. A delicate and complex set of actions is thereby set up
making it increasingly difficult to categorise us as ignorant ‘punters’. The elements of this
‘global vernacular’ deny a purely systemic logic as the driving force of acquisition, which must
be in place to satisfy Baudrillard’s assertion that we consume ‘systems of objects’. In effect,
we would argue that each deviation from mythical, statistical norms of consumption helps
produce a kind of collage rather than a predictable, static and ‘coherent’ picture of acquisition.
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Nike, a firm that have never manufactured shoes themselves, but operated purely as a
marketing agency, recognise these new patterns of consumption well. On their web site we
find direct links to a section which allows consumers to custom build their shoes. Though the
shoes that result are part designed by external agency, they will still bear the coveted logo. At
one level, this assumes a new role for process as a ‘branded act’, a means of participating
within a deeply recognised ‘surface’ condition. At another, it can be seen as a form of two-way
trade that exceeds the simple act of purchase. The post-modern economists Heidi and Alvin
Toffler explored the deep-seated drives behind the de-massification of markets and media
over two decades ago. They coined the term ‘prosumer’ to describe this new condition - a
hybrid of producers and consumers - who together define demands and products. This is a
potentially valuable idea for designers of all kinds. Here we find a resonance with the ideas of
Michel de Certeau, the anthropologist and historian. He has this to say on the act of
consumption:

“Unrecognised producers, poets of their own affairs, trailblazers in the jungles of
functionalist rationality, consumers ... trace indeterminate trajectories that are
apparently meaningless since they do not cohere with the constructed, written or
fabricated space through which they move. Although they use as their material the
vocabularies of established languages - TV, Supermarkets, Newspapers, City
Planning - their trajectories remain heterogenous to the systems they infiltrate and in
35
which they sketch out the guileful ruses of different interests and desires”

What is glimpsed here is a continual, if at times ‘shallow’ attempt to generate shared values
across cultures, genders and belief systems. It is an attempt that is not so much at odds with
producers, as a phenomenon which interplays with and stimulates their market systems and
products creating a kind of endless feedback loop.
Let us recall Marcel Duchamp’s comment on the contract or exchange between the producer
and the consumer (or the ‘maker’ and the ‘on-looker’):
“Society takes what it wants. The artist himself doesn’t count because there is no
actual existence for the work of art. The work of art is always based on the two poles
of the maker and the on-looker, and the spark that comes from that bi-polar action
gives birth to something as if by electricity. But the on-looker has the last word, and it
is always posterity that makes the masterpiece.”
Of course the experience of the city can not be considered purely in terms of the physical
constructs of architecture and urban space. If we were to merge De Certeau’s thinking on
individual and everyday acts of creative use and consumption with Duchamp’s description of
the unwritten but critical interaction of maker, on-looker and the passage of time we would get
close to Henri Lefebvre’s definition of social space. He also alludes to the subtlety and
complexity of space in terms of generation and use, or production and consumption:
“Social space is not a thing among things nor a product among other products.
Rather it subsumes things produced, and encompasses their inter-relationships in
their simultaneity - their relative order and/or their relative disorder. It is the outcome
of a sequence and set of operations, and thus can not be reduced to the rank of
simple object. Social space is what permits fresh actions to occur, while suggesting
others and prohibiting yet others. Among these actions some serve production,
36
others consumption.”
There are, clearly, many shortcomings in a corporate approach to urban design and many
critics and detractors of commercial projects of renewal. The implicit assumption is that such
35
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processes are ‘false’, skin deep, cynical and above all ambivalent of users. Yet, if we broaden
the analysis from commercial architectural practice to allied fields of cultural production we
find two implicit problems with these assumptions. The first, the uncritical supposition that in
secular terms there is a deeper and consciously expressed reality we share. The second, that
commerce deals with desires, not needs, and in a manner that ignores the consumers it is
supposed to serve. The former suggests that the super-symbolic system in which we live is
both superficial and autocratic. Yet, given contemporary conditions it is difficult to pose
scenarios that can stand in complete independence of this system, and it is inaccurate to
suggest that consumer products, which form the tangible corpus of key value systems, are
external to the makeup of our lives:
“Consumption is the virtual totality of all objects and messages presently constituted
in a more or less coherent discourse. Consumption, in so far as it is meaningful, is a
37
systematic act of the manipulation of signs.”
Without the availability of consumer products idiomatic forms of expression would, today, be
practically impossible, particularly as the West moves ever closer to the apolitical, and its
customs and cults are increasingly detached from assumptions of national identities. The
manipulation of signs, so cursorily dismissed in the above quotation, may in fact constitute a
new form of creative reflexivity, equal in many ways to the belief systems that are
underpinned by ‘deeper’ forms of (self) knowledge. The proclamation of self is complex in a
hypermediated world. We should not expect patterns of consumption to be simple, nor
uncritically suppose that traditional political practices still pertain to our shaping of a shared
sense of reality ….
“First, because the abstract system which serves as sources of reflexivity change
from political institutions, such as the party, to cultural media and educational
institutions. Second, the constitutive basis of these political forces shifts from
organisational to symbolic and finally the aims of (late) capitalist movements, in
comparison with the old movements, are not so much political revolution and
38
overthrowing the state, but the very transformation of culture within civil society”
Shared and individual ‘realities’ are increasingly ascribed through plural forms of global
commerce and consumerism, even where the opposite is sought. For instance, in our
‘escape’ to pre-industrial economies in the belief that they have an intrinsic veracity and their
products are more valuable for their ‘uniqueness’, even though this is a kind of tourist ideal
which nowhere faces actual, but only supposed conditions. Where ‘reality’ kicks in can only
be a matter of conjecture, but must, at some fundamental level, deal with relations between
people. In a polyglot, globalised world where the exotic is as likely to be uncovered in
Bradford as in Bangalore and values, whether secular or religious, are increasingly likely to be
traded, rewarded and developed as signs, returning to a past untrammelled by commercial
processes in search of untarnished systems of ‘barter’ simply refuses a greater, more
complex reality constituted by ephemeral transactions and negotiations; actions which
establish creative individual trajectories that trace desire lines in terms ‘other’ than primary
consumption:
Consumers generate … “sentences that remain unpredictable within the space
ordered by the organising techniques of systems… although they remain within the
framework of prescribed syntaxes (the temporal modes of schedules, paradigmatic
organisations of places, etc.), these "traverses" remain heterogenous to the systems
39
they infiltrate….”
So, we are not alone in thinking that consumption is a creative, and in the wider sense, a
participatory act. But how do we now-a-day’s generate, consume and navigate space and
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how does this differ from the common assumptions and the prevailing logic of Cartesian
space and neo-platonic idealism? Here again we need to consider the interaction of ‘brand’
and ‘bond’ to understand how the use and consumption of architecture is changing. In fact it
appears that the practice of architecture is breaking into two distinct strands of design and
delivery driven by the opposed demands of commercial practice (brand) and social
engagement (bond). The first ‘strand’ encapsulates ‘style’ as a form of commodification
whereby architectural products are increasingly constructed and consumed as signs or icons.
This may occur at the level of high profile interior design. It may occur with large scale one-off
buildings, such as the Bilbao Guggenheim, who’s addition to the city, it is widely
acknowledged, has helped ‘relocate’ the city and increase its tourist trade. At a larger ‘scale’
still, whole movements, for instance UK ‘Hi Tech’, can be considered a form of commodified
practice. These approaches to design can be typified as a closed professional system. The
teams responsible for designing and building such projects are much as they have been for
the past fifty or sixty years. Little if any ‘outside’ expertise is sought in terms of market
research, ‘branding’, or lifecycle assessments though these seem inevitable and are,
perhaps, only missed opportunities for the time being.
Product design, perhaps because it is closer to classic patterns of consumption, often
considers not one fixed vantage point for conceptual design, but rather a series of
chronologically linked ‘snapshots’ encapsulating packaging and display, ergonomics (both
physical and emotional), and recycling. Such lifecycle design assessments could inform
architectural and urban design, forcing design to respond not just to the here and now, or to
the supposed pressure for the creation of a complete ‘object’, but to consider future pressures
and forms of articulation across the board. Cedric Price has long considered that design
exercises should extend to an examination of architecture’s four phases of use, which he
40
characteristically described as “use, abuse, refuse and reuse” . Given the trend towards
‘sustainability’, it is peculiar that no such evaluations typically inform architectural, or even
urban production, especially considering the scale of production and the speed with which
today’s markets move. Scenario Planning has been successfully used across a wide range of
disciplines from war games to financial planning. The approach allows the creator to
hypothetically model and test the evolving idea from a range of perspectives to permit the
creation of a more robust product or strategy, yet its adoption in the world of architecture is
rare. In its testing of a product-in-use to inform the act of design, life-cycle assessments have
begun to make an impact, but this is far from mainstream, and still far from the competence of
most architectural practices.
‘Emotional ergonomics’ - the ‘tie’ between user and object – are considered as part and
parcel of product design. A straightforward example of this is the Apple Imac designed by
Jonathan Ives. Of-course, to be of relevance to architecture and urban design, scale issues
and complexities of use would have to be confronted, but there is no reason to suppose that
this is impossible or impractical. It is just that architects do not generally have the market
research at their disposal, nor the databases that would allow them to interpolate the desires
of their ‘users’. The semiotic component of architectural communication is, in this way, left
more or less open to the personal whims and ideas of individual architects and firms. Here we
are dealing with the ‘intangibles’ of environmental production, requiring a means of locating
design and pulling together a brief in a manner which is beyond the scope of orthodox
practice.
The second strand is developing around approaches to architectures of social engagement.
For the UK this has a lineage stretching back to the ‘70’s, which for all its faults, failures, and
quick-fix solutions defined the beginnings of a new trajectory for architectural practice. Its
current proponents seek to re-engage the production of architecture with contemporary
cultural values, and recognise that places and their inhabitants are characterised by specific
qualities and dynamics that can only be understood through direct and sustained
engagement. Architecture, here, is both intermediary and form of expression for a highly
localised set of conditions. At the larger scale urban design is considered in terms of iterative
40
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approaches, to better engage the evolutionary paths of change. Cross-sectoral and
transdisciplinary approaches are considered to be the only way of developing sustainable
urban design. Here, too, the social ingredient is active in the mix. For urban spaces to live and
thrive they must serve communities that are, themselves, healthy, dynamic organisms. The
physical and the social are no longer thought to be different provinces, but rather two aspects
of ‘place’ – urbanism as mise-en-scene.
Research from such bodies as the Economic and Social Research Council, the Rowantree
Foundation, the Government’s Social Exclusion Unit, the New Economics Foundation and the
Architecture Foundation have added to the body of knowledge surrounding socially based
systems of design, accelerated by UK government reforms to the welfare state in general,
and social housing in particular. The migration to a post-welfare form of government has
placed new demands on design, requiring the replacement of paternalistic and unyielding
forms of architectural design with more democratic and open expressions of a dynamic,
multicultural society through the use of ‘non-institutional’ semantics. The ‘parade’ of policies
and programmes generated by recent UK government departments reveals a concerted
41
attempt to ‘tune’ this approach to post welfare state urban regeneration. The Cabinet’s
Social Exclusion Unit has had a huge impact on policy generation across the board through
its inter-departmental brief. Eighteen Policy Action Teams drawn from a wide range of
theoreticians, practitioners and politicians have helped to shape new policy on ‘National
Neighbourhood Renewal’, which stresses the importance of stakeholder involvement,
community consultation and new forms of management. These same values are inscribed in
a current UK green paper on planning law. Interdisciplinary thinking and participatory
dynamics inform all of these new initiatives and policies.
The second, ‘strand’ accordingly locates ‘style’ as a manner of design, more closely related to
process than to product. This approach to practice can be typified as an open source, transdisciplinary system. The teams responsible for designing and procuring these projects are
drawn from a wide range of backgrounds and both public consultation and a high degree of
‘consumer involvement’ inform the design process. Outside expertise is sought in terms of
42
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governance, community capacity building , social capital , health provision, education and
skilling, community safety, urban management and economic planning. ‘Users’ are no longer
excluded from the process but are increasingly seen as experts whose local knowledge is
critical to the formation of ‘evidence-based’ design projects. Procurement is steadily shifting
from standard practice whereby contractors move in, complete the work and move out again
to new practices which open up and exploit the process of transformation for the benefit of
local people and organisations in terms of skilling, employment and seeding local economic
growth. The regeneration process goes far beyond physical implementation and technological
closure, inviting a broader and wider definition of the actions that constitute ‘design’.
The process from consultation, agenda building and strategic planning through to
implementation, management and future growth is seen as one collective exercise extending
across a whole range of conditions intrinsic to quality of life, rather than a series of differently
managed events.
These two strands of practice, one dealing with the super-symbolic world, the consumption of
signs and the generation of symbolic value systems, the other with the socio-spatial world
and the ‘ownership’ and generation of place offer approaches which need not be considered
41
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mutually exclusive. Their development and synthesis could galvanise urban design in a way
that would acknowledge the importance of the global and the local, the economic and the
social, the skin and the soul in a fusion of top down and bottom up processes. Both strands
offer particular insights into means of delivering customised solutions at a range of scales
which deal with both technological / commercial concerns and ideological / political
processes, offering a form of practice that could fill the vacuum left by the obsolescence of
modern movement ideology. Such a synthesis would suggest the need for the generation and
deployment of new design processes and tools; a broad methodology that would recognise
urban territory as both a field of social conditions and economic forces whose interaction and
cross-fertilisation is an essential ingredient in generating urban space. Our new tools would
need to help us to ‘see’ and to represent space and its use in new ways if we are to construct
an understanding of ‘the mythological, of social behaviour and of historical dialectic’. Similarly,
our design processes need to open up to grapple with psychospatial territories and
perceptions of place whilst our drawings need to be ‘demystified’ if our work is to be properly
engaged and to communicate beyond the world of architects to the world of its various users.
The ‘consumer’, our users, could, as anticipated by Debord, define and construct their own
‘situations’ with the help of a new kind of architect performing a design service that draws on
a better understanding of needs and desires, local dynamics, and specific cultural and social
agendas. Designers embedded in local teams could help realise processes of environmental
production that would approximate Toffler’s ‘prosumer’ society. Symbolic value and local
need could then coalesce to make an intermediary architecture that would interpret and
express an interplay of the personal and the global.
These shifts describe an impulse towards the definition of architecture and the urban realm as
an extension of richly understood life – not a mere technological fact, so unambitious as to
accept the meagre fact of building as ‘proof’ of architecture.

The City and the Street
Rem Koolhaas has been characterised by his independence of thinking over the past two and
half decades. His practice OMA (Office for Metropolitan Architecture) has been involved in a
number of trail blazing schemes at an urban scale all over Europe and in Japan. Yet he
shares the growing level of disquiet over the absence of design theory at the urban scale:
“This century has been a losing battle with the issue of quantity. In spite of its early
promise, its frequent bravery, urbanism has been unable to invent and implement at
the scale demanded by its apocalyptic demographics. How to explain the paradox
that urbanism, as a profession, has disappeared at the moment when urbanization
everywhere - after decades of constant acceleration - is on its way to establishing a
definitive, global ‘triumph’ of the urban condition ?”
He is even more sceptical of the role that architecture could play in assembling new forms of
urbanism. In fact, for him, architecture is something that devours the urban condition to
sustain itself, without ever acknowledging or repaying its debt:
“Now we are left in a world without urbanism, only architecture, ever more
architecture. The neatness of architecture is its seduction; it defines, excludes, limits,
separates from the ‘rest’ - but it also consumes. It exploits and exhausts the
potentials that can be generated finally only by urbanism, and that only the specific
44
imagination of urbanism can invent and renew”
How should architects confront this?
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In considering how we use the city we should bear in mind the fact that we are not always,
and at every moment in contemplation of tectonic ‘space’ (we are, according to Walter
Benjamin [and Jeff Kipnis] more likely to be ‘distracted users’). We may feel or use our
environment more directly or instinctively, we may occupy it in a behavioural or territorial
manner, we may feel safe or insecure there, we may consume, drift or plot according to film
listings, restaurant guides, transport infrastructures or recipes. Our structures and narratives
for the navigation of the city are as wide as the innumerable forms of existence that teem in
them. Yet we remove ourselves from these dynamics when we work at a distance, on drawing
boards, with plans and two-dimensional, abstract sets of codes. Such rarefied and reified
practice often turns inward to confront only tautologous questions and concepts. A narrative
approach offers more. Then we may think of the city, from the point of view of its citizens, as
being understood by and through innumerable journeys, each guided as much by a series of
objective goals and desires as by the spaces that contain and (sometimes) collate the things
that we seek. We may then be tourists, drifting from one preordained destination to another.
We may arrive as football supporters in droves, part of a fraternity of experience, or as part of
a faith community on our way to our own Mecca. We may take taxis, bicycles, ferries, and
buses to explore the semi-charted city that we inhabit. We may love and hate, learn and
forget, belong and be foreign to the spaces we traverse. Within all of this architecture is but a
part, yet a part without which we could not understand civic space, the offer of various
districts, the collection of things that support our everyday and fantasy routines, the material
of past and present cultures. Where architecture understands its part in such continua, and is
sympathetic enough to work with the ‘errant lines’ of its users, it has much to contribute.
Where it ignores this, it too, will eventually be ignored unless its significance has a high
enough value to escape the gravity of these contexts – the Bilbao effect; an architectural
Mecca. For all, or most of these journeys, the street is the basic habitat, the location of our
destinations and the line of passage.
The street is neither architectural nor yet quite urban in its scale and scope of operations, yet
it provides the primary field for the consumption and negotiation of the urban condition. In
many ways the street is a ‘between state’, neither simple in its use nor complex as a spatial
structure. It allows us (the user) to interrogate, use or drift through the city, town or village. It
locates us and gives us orientation. Its physical scale (in terms of a named street in European
cities at least) still corresponds with a short journey, often on foot. We can imagine what is
ahead in a street, and we know, more or less, through encoded civic signs, how to behave
there.
We may say that the street is a basic unit of urban space. Though it may change over time its
basic formulation will remain the same. In scale terms and the index of its uses, in the way it
is locally perceived from various perspectives, in its embedded meanings and cultural codes,
the street poses questions that we should be able to assimilate without too much difficulty so
long as we remember that it is both an entity and a collection of different things.
What rough considerations, then, should we seek to bring to bear on any design exercise that
works within the format of a given street? The following notes draw from the ideas explored
earlier. They are essentially generic, and were written before we visited the street of
Vainonkatu in the town of Jyvaskyla. Though some of the thoughts proved out of place for the
specifics of our ‘site’, others remain relevant.

1. The street remains the principle mode of experience in the city, town or village. It is the
primary code of and for the social and spatial actions of its communities. It entails every
aspect of life from contemporary ‘sumptuary’ laws to theatre (Sennet), from commerce to
political rallies, from morning coffees to evening meals. It indexes everything available in the
city, collects and defines districts, connects territories, becomes a journey, a bus route, a taxi
short-cut, an ‘A’ road, lays down the basic block or grid of the city, recalls the topographical
features that predated the building of the street, and may, through its name, refer to the
history of the area. Streets allow us to read the past, present and future of a place, they are
composed of layer over layer of discrete acts and actions that combine and recombine
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according to various impulses, yet, within the overall structure of the street, remain legible and
coherent. As visitors in a foreign city, reading the street becomes a game of discovery and
deduction. We will look for clues in the strange syntax of the street and compare this with
memories and other ‘patterns of phenomena’.
2. For all this, the street has, as a component of urban, and more-so, sub-urban design, been
ignored. Architecture tends to erode the street in its quest for status, in its ambition to read as
a splendid, isolated object. The street becomes, simply, a vantagepoint and not an entity in its
own right. Of-course there are other factors; the vehicle changed scale and density, out-oftown malls sucked away programme, ring roads shifted centres, zoning destroyed the
richness of uses and chance, 1970’s pedestrianisation corrupted systems of flow, gated
residential compounds annexed the street. The codes and protocols of the street similarly
changed from acts of social exchange to acts of consumption. It is only now that concerted
efforts are being made to reconfirm the street as social, economic and cultural conduits in
cities as diverse as London and Jyvaskyla. Sometimes this is a result of enlightened actions
on the part of governments. Sometimes it is as a result of concerted agitation by such groups
45
as ‘Reclaim the Streets’.
3. Because of this ‘emptying out’ and ‘flattening’ of the street as a locus of rich experience we
now increasingly find, instead, contested territory: Places abandoned after night-fall where
only gangs lay claim, places where one fiction or faction plays out against another. Ignored or
feared territories between the fortresses of consumption and dwelling, these ‘streets’
mestasasise the cancer of viodage, ironically cutting the city apart. Here the street ceases to
be a place of wide belonging or sharing in any real sense, and becomes the equal and
opposite of the ersatz public realm of malls, leisure villages, et al.
4. To revitalise any given street we can not ignore what is there already, but rather, unearth
its intrinsic social and physical aspects. To intervene positively we must do so
programmatically as well as physically. We need to consider the life of the street, and not just
the form of the street.
We need to consider how the street can be sustained, or better, how it can grow and acquire
a new importance and a new significance. Governance, civic codes, means of grafting
structures for ownership and shared management are the invisible strategies that can help
define and sustain a place.
5. If we can not shape strategies for the governance of the street, any street, we are thrown
back on simple chains of consumption as the only real generator of programme. As
consumption steadily grows more global there is the concern that there may no longer be
any intimate existence in the street, no local dimension, no history. In this case we would,
perhaps, find ourselves in the non-place of the international airport; the journey merely
something to be endured, the environment composed of a familiarity that has no history.
6. The use of the Internet, web sites and radio-linked pocket computers are changing the way
we relate to and use our networked world and its various environments. For urban spaces the
effects, in time, are likely to be considerable. The street could become not only a physical
entity, with its own character and patterns of use, but also a digital domain. In this way its
navigation would become more compound and its life open to further channels of use and
desire. To configure ‘place’, in a contemporary way, we can not exclude the contribution such
‘other’ forms of navigation and use might make.
7. For Vainonkatu we need to discover local histories, real experiences and memories,
everyday routines, and, of course, dreams of a future. These, too, are part of a fabric of a
place and they are of an intimate nature. The question arises – how can two such opposite
sets of conditions, the familiarity of the global and the intimacy of the local, be combined?
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See, for instance, Naomi Klein, ‘No Logo’, 2000
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As a group we discussed further issues around some Fluid projects presented during the
course of the workshop. One dealt with a complex urban project and its relation to a particular
road in London, others with the potential role of participatory design or the internet in defining
public space and ‘navigating the city’. These are explored in the following pages.

Design for the Everyday
In August ’99 Fluid were invited to take part in “Open Urban Picnic”, a public event staged to
“picnic against the erosion and commercialisation of public space”. At the heart of the project
lay the promise of a bottom-up generation of public spaces - in effect, a network of public
spaces brought into being by the actions of their users.
figure 5 – Open Urban Picnic’s warehouse site

We decided to facilitate a simple event that would take over and transform the space in which
it was situated - a brooding, abandoned Thames-side warehouse to be cleared for a luxury
housing development - through an accumulation of individual actions and ideas. The ‘event
piece’ itself was simple. A galvanised metal mesh fence, two sodium arc lamps and a plinth
on which a large map of London was mounted. Our equipment consisted three Polaroid
cameras, three boxes of pre-printed ‘canvass cards’ and a box full of eight kinds of preprinted ‘event icon’ stickers, each designating a different type of action or event. The physical
structure recalled the fugitive qualities of ‘terrain vague’ whilst the arc lamps added to the
border / threshold quality of the piece, referring to acts of trespass and transgression.
figure 6 – Open Urban Picnic event Installations in use

Participants filled canvass cards which asked ‘where would you like to picnic’, ‘who would you
like to picnic with’, and ‘what is your picnic memory’. A Polaroid snapshot of the author was
then fixed to the card, and the finished item displayed in a ‘canvass card gallery’ on the mesh
wall. Participants also ‘claimed’ their picnic spot by fixing one or a number of the pre-printed
‘event icon’ stickers on the large map of London. We thus compiled a lot of information on
desires, events, locations and memories. As the canvass cards and map stickers got more
numerous people would stop to read them or to see what ‘claims’ had been made. In this way
many got involved in an extended dialogue helping the ideas to grow and take form.
figure 7 – Open Urban Picnic intervention on Elephant & Castle Shopping Centre roof, South London

After the event the ideas were compiled to produce hybrid briefs for potential ‘picnic’ venues.
Planning applications were prepared for a number of ‘picnic’ interventions to gently identify
and support the suggested activities through the use of lighting rigs, sound systems, urban
furniture, installations of various kinds and notice boards (or plaques) to ‘mark’ the sites of
these new, provisional and temporary public spaces. Passageways between the ‘picnic’ sites
would in time establish new networks and define new areas for the ‘right to roam’ in the urban
hinterland.
With ‘Picnic’ and common to all participatory projects the role of design shifts from generating
abstract concepts to generating mechanisms that produce and collate the raw, socially
produced material around which design concepts can form. The interpretation of fielded,
qualitative material is seen as a creative act in its own right rather than a simple number
crunching exercise in democratic decision making. The selection and configuration of all the
ideas becomes, itself, another form of design and in this case is a ‘collage’ of events, spaces
and memories. The outcomes are owned as much by the participants as by the architects,
something that is particularly relevant for projects that deal with public space.
Where ‘Picnic’ used direct participatory devices to generate public spaces we have been
involved in a number of projects that used web sites as an extended means of ‘generating’
place. For urban regeneration projects Fluid recognise web sites as tools that are integral to
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the production of space. We think that it is important to consider the interaction of web site
and physical site in the production of a new meaning for a particular place.
In time, and probably sooner rather than later, we think that the virtual and actual
consumption of space will coalesce, making the transition between a web site and a physical
site smoother and more interdependent. The availability of pocket computers such as the
46
XDA which uses GPRS communications, effectively allows the user to browse and consume
the city digitally (in a mediated form) and physically (in a direct form) at the same time. New
forms of communication are being developed under the generic banner of Lucent
technologies, which will include ‘Blue Tooth’ protocols (the ability for embedded ‘intelligence’
to communicate across a whole range of products from computers to fridges). The tools are
already at hand, therefore, to generate new narratives of use and consumption in a real-time
47
manner, whilst providing detailed profiles of user patterns ; the errant lines of Michel de
Certeau. As Puglisi observed: “…space must become a medium which you pass through,
picking up the information with which it is organised…”
This interplay between the digital and physical consumption of place presents new questions
on how we understand and use space, and it has interesting repercussions.
figure 8 – Urban Explorers and Web Site

Infiltration and Jinx are interactive web sites that provide information on prohibited urban
territories for exploration. These territories, and the information given for their infiltration, bear
a curious resemblance to such Play Station favourites as Tomb Raider and the various
‘cheat’s’ that permit their rapid navigation. The instructions are often quite detailed, and will
explain where a ‘creaky door’ might be encountered, or where security guards usually linger.
The exploration becomes a kind of mission for the ‘urban explorers’ who are playing the
game.
Many things are thrown up for consideration here. The desire for transgression and discovery,
the merging of space and imaginative ‘play’, and the transference or cross-over between real
and digital practices. Structures and protocols which were generated for virtual games of
spatial exploration have become appropriated for actual discovery and navigation. The
manner of exploration and the ‘spirit of discovery’ are as important here as the space itself –
the attitude of the user is critical to the experience of the space, and this attitude is shaped by
the ‘game rules’.
figure 9 – “Reclaim The Beach” by Pippa Gueterbock

Pippa Gueterbock, a Fluid member who took part in the ‘Soundings’ workshop, presented a
project that used a web site, stickers and media coverage to ‘Reclaim The Beach’ that exists
at different times of the day along the edge of the Thames, near the Royal Festival Hall, on
London’s Southbank. The idea took shape as a student project in my diploma unit at the
University of North London (now London Metropolitan). It utilised the shifting tidal patterns to
suggest the nature and quality of the event. For instance, if low tide fell in the middle of the
day, a barbeque might be suggested, if it fell in the middle of the night, a rave might be
planned. The upcoming events were publicised on a purpose-built web site that Pippa herself
48
designed and launched . The idea quickly attracted the attention of Greater London Radio,
the BBC, and the Times. This was far from incidental. A tactic to ‘employ’ media to ‘grow’ the
social scale of the project was built in at a conceptual level – the story had to be good.
‘Reclaim the Beach’ has now built up its own momentum, its own ecology of users and suite
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General Packet Radio System
Digital systems are currently being engineered to harvest critical information from exchanges on
wide area networks. The interrogation of accumulated data reveals recurring patterns and chains of
cause and effect (unconscious infrastructures of cultural phenomena) to generate a predictive
methodology that can help reduce design or element failure. The system is known as ‘Middlewear’.
48
See www.swarming.org.uk/
47
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of activities. An event staged on June 1 , 2002 (18 months after the completion of the
university project) attracted over 600 participants. It clearly demonstrates the potentials web
sites have for the generation of real public space. In fact, the project is so successful that it
may soon reach the point of no longer being able to continue as an impromptu series of
events, given emerging fears over safety issues.
Projects like the Open Picnic and Reclaim the Beach see a social process as a means of
generating place and event - not a bolted on pre-cursor to the fact. Such projects, I believe,
compare with Joseph Beuys’ performance pieces, which he felt ‘socialised the production of
art’ directly, by the involvement of all those who took part.
There are, of course, more direct forms of interaction between digital and physical domains,
and simpler ways of using web sites. For instance, they can be and are used as tools for
‘rebranding’ urban space. This recognises not only the power of ‘hype’ and of ‘brand’, but
also, for us, of ‘quality’ or ‘type’ of spatial experience and of socio-cultural ‘rootedness’ and
‘belonging’ in a heterodox society. The HCQ project sought to transform a typically
authoritarian square associated with a turn of the century Town Hall in Hackney, East
49
London, to the ‘epicentre’ of a new Cultural Quarter . We were commissioned to both
establish a consensus for the definition of a cultural quarter (a design brief), and a little later,
to ‘rebrand’ that space accordingly. The consultation exercise we ran is referred to shortly.
50
First we are going to look at the role of the web site which succeeded it, HCQ (Hackney
Cultural Quarter).
figure 10 – HCQ Website Homepage and Logo’s

HCQ forms the idea of links between place and numbered bus routes through the use of an
animated sequence tied to the web site’s home page. We designed a logo for HCQ for use in
the square, and, as part of a planned marketing campaign, for the sides of buses whose
routes pass by the square, reflecting the virtual web site sequence, and tying routes to
destination and place.
The web site also associates certain types of sound with the HCQ, giving radio and
soundtrack a potential role later. If these measures help to locate HCQ spatially and as a kind
of ‘product in the making’, other segments of the site tie place to experience and local cultural
conditions through the use of imagery and graphics. The virtual presence of the web site also
echoes physical branding measures that will locate the logo on everything from bus stops to
51
the backs of tickets to HCQ venues. A planned ICT installation will form links between the
square and its web site. In time this will allow users to book tickets or flick through forward
programmes for local venues while waiting for a bus.
figure 11 – Gross.Max’s project for Town Hall Square landscape design

Our intention with this project was to prime the use of a space without attempting to control its
resulting programmes. We used the web site as a virtual extension of the place and as a tool
for accelerating cultures of occupation and use. As well as ‘locating’ the Cultural Quarter the
approach defines the potential for public programming of events. Like the RTB (Reclaim The
Beach) project, a web site can be used as a tool to programme events for ‘bookable’ parts of
the square, parts that would be the operational, if better supported equivalents of Pippa’s
beach.
figure 12 – Hackney Town Hall Square
49

Local large scale public projects, for instance, the Ocean ‘world music’ venue, a Technology and
Learning Centre and refurbishments and extensions to the Hackney Empire Theatre, were already
either on site or on the drawing board at the time of Fluid’s commission, but no thought had yet been
given to the Cultural Quarter as a whole, or to its central square.
50
www.hcq.org.uk
51
ICT – Information and Communications Technology
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The Hackney Town Hall Square project was a participatory design forum on the
transformation of an old Town Hall square into the heart of new ‘Cultural Quarter’. We
wanted, throughout the project, to question what ‘culture’ means, and to drive the process of
change through an evaluation of the new roles that public space might perform. The
consultation took many different forms. We erected a 25m long glass-fronted structure in the
square and stuffed it full of models, mapping tables, canvass card galleries, exhibition
material on the large projects around the square and a series of computers tied together by a
local area network. This was our operations room in which most of the consultation was
carried out, speeches were given and prizes awarded. There were ‘outreach exercises’ with
local schools and via a conducted ‘history tour’. The square itself was rigged up with sensors
which triggered distortions and interference patterns in the huge laser projections of images
which played with ideas of cultural icons from hairdo’s to pieces especially put together by
Jamie Reid, the designer of the unforgettable Punk cover of the Sex Pistol’s “God Save the
Queen” album.
figure 13 – “God Save the Queen” album cover by Jamie Reid
52

Following the structure of the web site we produced at the end of the exercise we can trace
the event and its various forms of dialogue:

figure 14

hth2 home page - description of project and site using a simple VR image

hth2 here & now - images of the various events which took place over the
three day period and which were projected onto the glass front of the structure by night to
produce and ‘foretell’ a 24 hour environment. Various physical means of transcribing
information complimented the use of computers. For instance, the ‘mapping table’ asked
people to trace out their daily routines over maps, and tell us about their ‘hot spots’ which
could be good or bad. Questions were also asked on a range of issues from ‘what does
culture mean to you?’ and ‘how would you change the square & why?’ to ‘who is your hero?’
and (aimed at the bus stops ranged along one side of the square) ‘where have you come from
and where are you going to?’ These built up a strong understanding of the ways in which the
square was used, and how it could change for the better.
figure 15

hth2 big ideas model - a collation of all the comments left on the large
physical model, helping to identify critical issues and locations. All comments were assembled
in an interactive database that was used to reveal rather than predetermine the salient issues
through simple digital search routines
figure 16

hth2 culture hunt - outreach exercises which probed ‘multiculturalism’ with a
local school, and a guided tour of the area with the help of historians Joe Kerr and Sandy
Macreary. Amongst many other things the tour revealed that the thousands of Geese that
were once driven to Market along Porter’s Way beside the Town Hall Square were all attired
in tiny leather boots to prevent ‘wear and tear’, that as a young barrister Tony Blair was a
resident of Mapeldene Road, living directly opposite the ‘hated’ (and no longer existing)
towers of the Holly Street Estate, that a statue of Marc Bolan (a local boy) was being
considered for the square, and that the first Poll Tax riot in England took place in front of the
Town Hall.
figure 17

hth2 what if’s - a series of provocative collages of a changed square were
produced to inspire and provoke ‘out of the box’ thinking. They used humour (for instance,
what if ‘there were a second ice age’) to address serious issues, and to relax people who are
otherwise worried that, in making their point, they would ‘make a fool of themselves’. ‘What
ifs’ are also produced at later stages of a design project to show programmes, buildings,
figure 18
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www.f-l-u-i-d.co.uk/hth2
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potential urban or landscape designs, and even digital systems. They greatly help to focus
discussions.
Infomax - a 96-page booklet (a process scrapbook) was produced along with
a video to record everything that happened and to lay out an analysis of the key issues, the
best ideas and sharpest areas of concern, leading to a clear and inclusive brief for the
transformation of the square.
figure 19

The HTH2 project set out not only to define a collective brief for change but also to explore
the nature of creative involvement and reflexivity in participatory urban design. The questions
were engineered to engage participants in creative thinking rather than dry data collection.
The ‘Big ideas model’ allowed dialogues to be traced and evolve, through the accumulation
and display of written records, comments and observations. The canvass cards assembled a
virtual community through a cast of real characters. The mappings of daily routines and ‘hot
spots’ (areas of positive and negative concern) built a clearer understanding of the use of the
square and its relationship to surrounding areas and events. Local perceptions and
knowledge were actively sought and later represented through renderings of what we called
‘psycho-spatial’ territories – these were drawings of a place ‘as lived’. The exercises helped
shape and phrase spatial design ideas and interventions that were later captured by the
design brief. Even the most fundamental aspect of the given project, its ‘cultural’ dimension,
was seen not as a fixed entity in the brief but as an attractor for open-ended thinking from
people as diverse as Jamie Reid, the artist, Joe Kerr, the historian, and a group of primary
school kids. Culture had to have local as well as universal meaning. The ‘bottom-up’
processes of participatory design helped us to achieve this and to get round and confront the
fact that local planners, and planning law, do not and can not ‘know’ about the ‘real dynamics’
of locally driven change.
As well as generating a clear brief for the square the ‘forum’ revealed desires for icons of a
‘local identity’, for a ‘democratic’ space and for a celebration of life in and around the square.
(Weddings, for instance, are held at the Town Hall Registry Office - the square is the
backdrop for thousands of wedding-day photographs). Though people wanted to recognise
the space as a civic node, they also wanted it to be more inclusive and richer in the forms of
use it would encourage and support. The 3-day event was itself a new form of temporary
public space in which people could directly discuss and shape their own futures. This aspect
of the forum was also built into the brief, projecting local desires on participatory democracies
and infrastructures of empowerment into the future.
Holloway Transverse, Islington, North London
figure 20 – Aerial view of site

The Holloway Road has been a major arterial route into North London since it was first used
to drive cattle to market along the ‘Hollow Way’, around two hundred and fifty years ago. It is
currently one of the longest named street entities in London, and harbours communities along
its length that use over seventy-five languages between them. The part of London that the
th
road traverses is formed by the urban sprawl that was generated by the city’s 19 century rail
infrastructures, and there is little of intrinsic quality that could act as a strapline or story for the
area’s regeneration. The adoption of the road as a trunk route (An ‘A’ road) was based on
plans to extend the route down to London’s Docks. Yet by the time this became possible,
after numerous Public Enquiries, the Docks had moved out to Tilbury on the Thames estuary,
a result of Containerisation: A seminal story of change thwarting strategic urban planning. The
road and the pavements of Holloway Road are now under the control of the ‘Highways
Agency’, a strategic, national body with little concern for the local dynamics of the street. The
Agency intervenes only where safety records reach unacceptable standards, and then only to
erect barriers, railings, or pedestrian crossings. The designation of the road as a no-parking
‘Red Route’, several years ago further ‘decharacterises’ the street and results in higher levels
of local severance: The street, ironically, becomes a barrier to lateral movement, to trade and
to social interaction.
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figure 21 – Geographical area

The Holloway Road bisects an area that has come to be known as ‘The Holloway
Transverse’. It was an island of ‘forgotten’ urban land, surrounded by a sea of gentrification
and regeneration projects, but this is now changing. A number of high profile developments of
considerable scale are being cogitated in the heart of this site. These include the new Arsenal
Football Stadium and the redevelopment of its vacated stands which have, in turn, spurred
the development of a new waste transfer facility and housing projects of all shapes and sizes.
In the centre a range of developments are being studied by the University of North London
(now London Metropolitan University) including a graduate school building and an ‘Innovation
Centre’, as part of its new ‘Northern Campus’. Though huge potential was offered by each
scheme it became clear that they were proceeding individually and unilaterally, without much
regard for the wider urban realm.
53

A Think Tank was formed by the university to discuss and outline possible strategies to
achieve a level of interplay and synergy between the proposed developments and the wider
urban realm. The scope of the project offers some extraordinary issues - football as a form of
globalised leisure with roots in a social, urban culture. Knowledge networks, distance learning
and the future roles of universities. Waste transfer and issues of ecology. The integral use of
rail networks in urban regeneration. Mediation on a truly grand scale (Arsenal will develop
their own cable TV channel with a potential world-wide following of 15m. Fans). Large public
events and their impact on the city, including the transport infrastructures to cope with the
movement of large numbers of people in short spaces of time. Last, but not least, how
benefits of the development could ‘trickle down’ to the local communities that would bear the
impact of the changes most directly.
A report was produced by the Think Tank in the summer of 2000. It outlined seventeen
propositions for synergistic and holistic development. A number of the propositions and their
particular contexts are described below.
figure 22 – “filling the void”

Before the new Arsenal Stadium was given planning consent, the potential of the area was
vestigial and it suffered from a lack of identity or sense of place. It was, like the Holloway
Road, somewhere to pass through. Though these perceptions will inevitably change with the
proposed developments it remains the case that the communities that live in the area are
unlikely to derive any real benefit from the changes. For the ‘poor’ of the area, who suffer
intolerably high levels of deprivation, there is no evidence to suppose that life will be in any
way positively affected. The proposition to site a road-based waste transfer facility beside a
large council housing estate could hardly be taken as evidence to the contrary. The fact that
these conditions apply to an area surrounded by a ring of regeneration projects, for instance,
the £7 bn. Kings Cross Central project, suggests that measures should be put in place to shift
the deficit. For these reasons, and considering the extraordinary potential that the Arsenal
developments could achieve in the longer term, we suggested that the area should be
adopted as a ‘special policy zone’. Innumerable models from the Thatcherite classification of
Urban Development Zones, with their huge tax incentives and easing of local planning
agreements, to community-based ideals like HARCA’s, HAT’s or NDC’s, with central
53
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Raj Patel, Director, Greater London Enterprise
Marilyn Taylor, Community Regeneration Consultant
Stephen Thake, Reader in Urban Policy, London Metropolitan University – Project Director
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government seed funding and participatory processes of design offer themselves as the raw
material for new, hybrid measures. The adoption of the Transverse as a special policy zone
would allow for fresh approaches to be explored and for public funding to be sought to
balance private sector development.
figure 23 – “branded episodes”

For all the energy and capital being poured into the transverse area, little thought had been
given to the Holloway Road. It remained an ill-defined adjunct. We proposed the redefinition
of the Holloway Road as a series of ‘branded episodes’ creating a chain of identifiable places,
each with their own dynamic and character. One of these ‘episodes’ would be defined by the
Holloway Transverse. The approach produces both a strapline (or narrative) for the
regeneration of the area and offers a mechanism for identifying particular avenues of public
funding. The branding makes the area legible and easier to navigate, it relocates the road on
the ‘conscious map’ of the city and offers up a ‘soft’ concept that each of the main players can
subscribe to and develop. The approach has now been endorsed by the London
Development Agency, the University, Arsenal Football Club and Islington Council.
figure 24 – “new transport hierarchy”

Though London has changed hugely in the post-war years one thing remains unchanged - the
bus routes. Though Holloway Road has a number of bus routes they generally run a northsouth service. In developing the episodes of the street we considered the potential of lateral
54
(East-West) linkages through ‘hopper’ services. These could be defined according to
particular need, but would always stop at a nodal point within each ‘episode’. Here linkages
would be offered to the Holloway Shuttle Service, ideally a tram system, that would reaffirm
the importance of Holloway Road as both a conduit and an entity in its own right. It would be a
sign of change. The upgrading of the Holloway Road underground station was also
suggested. At the moment it uses elevators to serve the underground platforms. Escalators
would hugely boost capacity and help to generate the ‘foot fall’ that the area needs for its
urban renewal. The move is crucial to a future role for the road in terms of its ‘theatre’ of
events, the movement of people and the consequent economic stimulus that could be brought
about by the influx of football supporters.
figure 25 – “urban filters”

The influx of up to 60,000 fans several times a week, and up to 20,000 students on a daily
basis in the Transverse Area is primarily considered as a problem of huge dimensions. The
need to evacuate the stadium in a very short space of time to respond to the threat of fire or
bomb scares stands diametrically opposed to the siting of the new Stadium within an urban
‘cordon sanitaire’ described by the ‘lamda’ shaped rail infrastructure to the north. This led to
the proposal for two huge, twenty metre wide bridges to serve egress, and therefore, by
default, access. A policed and chain-link fenced approach is hardly an infrastructure that
celebrates the spectacle of the event, rather it seems to ‘criminalise’ supporters, who for all
55
the bad press they have had, are generally law-abiding and well behaved . All the talk of
‘penning’ and ‘controlling’ the movement of fans ignores the fact that a match generates a set
of actions that can last a day, or longer, for the visiting football fans, many of whom travel far
to support their clubs. Arsenal’s consultants supported the creation of clear avenues of arrival
and departure, and the separation, as far as possible, of rival supporters. Their bridge
54

City Hoppers are small passenger coaches with a service built around particular temporal demands.
They help balance the major, fixed routes which run more or less irrespective of demand.
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See for instance “The Changing Face of Football” (1998) and “Beyond the racist/hooligan couplet:
race, social theory and football culture” – Back, Crabbe and Solomos; The British Journal of
Sociology, Vol 50, No 3, pp 419-442. Both chart a marked shift in the social dynamics surrounding the
constitution and ethics of football fans. As a form of global leisure, football has steadily become a
more middle class province, not least due to the high cost of attending matches. ‘Middle class values’
now pervade football culture, contributing to a supression of racism and violence
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designs deprive Holloway Road of a role in the 'match day experience' of the fans, partly as a
consequence of the refusal to use the Holloway Road underground station. We felt that the
whole approach was over-zealous and proposed instead a series of journeys to the stadium
that would cater for extended match day experiences. These could be anything from having a
picnic in a park, in recognition of the many families that now travel to matches, to staying
over-night, suggested by the fact that season ticket holders live all over the UK. We stitched
these journeys into the area, allowing the urban realm to act as a series of filters and serviced
routes. The hoarding of fans along constricted, highly surveyed avenues, recalling the
shepherding of the cattle that were once driven along the Holloway Road, was abandoned in
favour of a number of differentiated routes, each with its own character and potential. We felt
that security could be approached more sympathetically, and that there were other ways of
minimising the risks of mass influx that would not compromise the theatre of the event or the
spectacle of the occasion.
figure 26 – “match day traffic protocols”

One means of achieving this would be the adoption of clear ‘match day traffic protocols’ for
which we devised a temporary no parking zone around the stadium, a series of ‘park and ride’
schemes on the edge of the zone, and the use of the ‘Hopper’ and ‘Shuttle’ systems
previously described to network existing road, rail and underground infrastructures.
figure 27 – “new public (time-share) square” – diagram and ‘what if’ image

Another suggestion was for the creation of a time-shared public square adjacent to the
Transverse transport node, across the road from the upgraded Holloway Road underground
station. This large, covered square would act as a stopping-off point for fans en-route to the
stadium. It would provide supporting information on the forth-coming match, street bars and
cafes. After the match it was proposed that replays would be projected onto a large screen to
the side of the square to relive the match’s classic moments. The suggestions would have the
effect of upgrading and extending the experience of the event whilst staggering the arrival and
departure of fans. When not in use for football supporters the square would revert to use as a
public space supporting a ‘life-long learning’ facility and a venue for general student needs.
The screen would relay interesting lectures, conferences or exhibitions being staged
anywhere in the adjoining campus, helping present a public face, and ‘bridge’ to the
university.
figure 28 – “rebranding the university”

The university was encouraged to develop a strategic plan to rebrand itself as an innovative
learning institution. We proposed that it should act as the core of a ‘knowledge strip’ along the
Holloway Road by reconfiguring and building synergies between other colleges (an art school
and further education college), Islington’s Central Library, the KISS FM radio station and
Blackwall’s Bookshop. Courses in Sports Management and Healthcare at the university, and
the use of Arsenal facilities for student training were also suggested to promote partnership
between the two. The gated enclaves of academe are inappropriate, we felt, to the fact that
nearly one third of the population attend universities. We suggested that the ground floor of
the university should be opened up to multiple commercial and social uses, and that facilities
in the university (banks, gyms, computers, cafes and bars, etc.) should be part of the public
domain. The campus should extend to and not deny the surrounding city and its citizens.
figure 29 – “mixed-use tower”

Amongst all the weaknesses of an area that lacks identity or historical significance is buried a
great strength, the absence of resistance to change. To exploit this, and to build on the
‘cluster’ of towers that the university is best known for, we suggested that a new, 25 story
mixed-use tower should be considered in the area. The programme would include a hotel,
student accommodation, research offices, cafes and bars, administrative offices and office
space for hire. It was suggested that the tower could house some of the growing number of
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not-for-profit organisations that are clustered in the borough. The proposal acknowledges the
Mayor’s preference for dense urban clusters associated with good transport infrastructures
(as outlined in the Greater London Authority’s Spatial Development Strategy). It was also
argued on the basis that the area can not wait for regeneration to trickle in along the Holloway
Road from the more prosperous areas to the north and south, but that a concerted effort is
needed at the Transverse. Towers, if well designed, offer a robust means of reducing
ecological impact. They reduce urban sprawl and promote energy efficiency. For Holloway
Road, a new tower would be another sign that the area has acquired a new significance – no
longer a nowhere place.
figure 30 – “creating spatial synergies through leading edge design”

Though it may be held as axiomatic by any architect, the argument that quality design is an
essential ingredient of success is still something that many large organisations are sceptical
of. Luckily this is not the case with the University of North London (now London Metropolitan).
They had previously engaged Rick Mather and Zaha Hadid for particular projects and not long
after the report was published, appointed Daniel Libeskind to design the new Graduate
School. We wished to suggest that this should spill out, beyond one-off buildings, to address
the quality of the whole urban landscape, achieving branding through building.
figure 31 – “holloway transverse overview”

Many other issues were considered by the Think Tank. These ranged from the development
of business incubation units and the revitalisation of the railway arches, to the definition of
new vehicles for urban management, the role that community development trusts could play
in the area’s regeneration and a role for rail in waste transfer. Each of the propositions were
considered as volatile compounds within an overall ‘chemistry’ of change.
On completion and in its draft stages the report was sent out to all the key players and to the
local authority. It provided the London Development Agency (LDA) with a strategic document
to stimulate and focus discussion on the area. The Holloway Transverse was subsequently
selected by the LDA as one of its key regeneration nodes. Many of the propositions were
taken on board by the local authority, and helped to frame strategic discussions on planning
issues before the Arsenal schemes gained consent. The document, though essentially
political in nature, describes another form of participatory design, and in this case, both
sketches out a role for universities as ‘honest brokers’, and defines broad narratives and a
platform for the ‘joined-up’ action of various stakeholders, developers and agencies.

Vainonkatu
My particular involvement in the workshop was as a ‘kind of moderator’. My ambition was to
set up, provoke and sustain dialogue between members of the workshop and further afield,
with the purpose of generating a richer and more rooted set of spatial ideas than could have
been generated by any one individual or by a ‘top-down’ approach. Though the workshop was
brief, it went to some lengths to ensure that the designs that evolved were shared and owned.
A fuller description of the workshop is contained in the next chapter, so I have focussed on
matters that I thought important in the context of participatory urban design processes.

figure 32 – Navigation, Desire and Experience

The process of dialogue began with reference to three words that I suggested as a basis for
common thinking before we met as a group. These words; navigation, desire and
experience, were intended to provoke consideration of the street in terms of movement and
consumption (navigating place and ‘value’), use (the desires and needs which draw us to the
street), and the full mosaic of impressions of which architecture forms part (the direct
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experience of a place). By the end of the first day’s presentations, in Aalto’s office in Helsinki,
the group had identified some basic concepts: An installation as a continuous piece of
‘furniture’, the street as a place of intensified movement and as a ‘score’ for urban
choreography. In addition softer, qualitative ideas emerged: Tweaking environmental qualities
and building connections with the use of lighting installations, the street as a stage for all of
life from Tango (much appreciated, apparently, by the Finns) to sitting on a bench,
metaphorical links with the Lake at the foot of the road, and broad ideas for engaging the
‘user’s’ of the street.
Our acquaintance with the actual site began with a description of the geological composition
of the Esker, an ice age gravel deposit that forms a hillock overlooking the town, and a talk
from the City Architect, who sketched out a picture of change. Our first day ‘on site’ was spent
in a collective ‘derive’. We discovered the market, and ate Blueberries and Raspberries on
pancakes. We saw station platforms being used like streets in a city, and later stumbled
across an informal museum of ‘industrial archaeology’ (the old trains held in unrestricted
sidings to the east of the station). We found a down-at-heal but ‘real’ music venue. The
people of Jyvaskyla, and the Finns in general, impressed us all with their care and
consideration for others.
The group decided to work as a team in generating a design for the street, and, bye and large
it established its own dynamic, and each individual within it, their own form of contribution.
What the ‘derive’ had begun (an appreciation for the every-day qualities of the place and of its
popular culture) we attempted to refine by more constructed readings of place. These varied
from outreach exercises asking local people to ‘name a place’ of importance to them on the
street, captured by a photograph that each participant took, to an identification of gaps in the
street both physically and programmatically, and at a range of scales. A day was set aside in
which we set up office in a stall in the main market. Here we used canvass cards to engage a
wider set of people in creative and reflexive thinking about place, its memories and
associational qualities through a range of open-ended questions which allowed us to do ‘mind
maps’ of the place (representations of the place through the eyes of its citizens). A battery of
lap-tops were used to describe and discuss the emerging scheme. Local T.V., radio and
newspaper interviews were held in the market to further extend discussions and knowledge of
the project. It was a day that generated a lot of creative energy, and it helped refine the
generic ideas that were developing.

figure 33 – the Bi-Way

In collating our better understanding of the place and its particular dynamics, the conceptual
clarity of the scheme grew. We named the project the ‘Bi-way’, in recognition of the fact that
binary modes of movement (pedestrian and ‘wheeled) should be retained as they were not
only important for the street (many people had also argued that pedestrianisation would close
the market) but added to its vitality and theatre. The ‘continuous piece of furniture’ was now
attuned to place. It would relate to one side of the street, and movement (the urban score) to
the other. The installation would shift from the east side to the west side to engage the
market. The material to be used would be timber, a decision satisfying semiotics and
pragmatic concerns. The ‘Bi-way’ would include a three-dimensional special policy zone, all
people falling within its envelope would have a say in its development and management.
Further discussions were held with the City Architect and the Mayor to present and discuss
the scheme. Both appeared positive. The Mayor, then enmeshed in his Doctoral studies on
urban planning, something of a pleasant shock to many of his guests, was particularly
interested in issues of participatory urban design and emerging urban policy across the EU.
Designs were now worked up for particular areas of intervention along the street. These had
the role of connecting (a passage from the multi-modal transport interchange to the street,
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and stairs connecting the street to some upper level courtyards arranged along its length and
to the Esker), marking (the timber ‘book-end’ hoardings at either end), editing (covering the
market and obscuring the rather mediocre market hall, and other buildings), re-programming
(a winter skating rink in the market square, a museum of popular culture and music in the
underused multi-story car park, a ‘waiting room’ – a kind of digital and physical interchange
and repository of travellers tales - in the new Transport Interchange), framing (from window
dressing to re-emphasising the importance of a particular canopy), partnering (a public
space in front of a planned department store to be curated and managed by the store and the
design team as a kind of programmable street lobby) and infilling (physical gaps in the
street’s skyline). Though of radically different scales and types, the interventions were
intended to read as an entity through the universal use of timber products as the cladding
material. The proposition would not distort or seek to re-write the street, but try to work with
givens in physical, social and cultural terms. As it developed the overall project became both
a microcosm of street, and a means of reading place. The continuity it engendered permitted
differences to accrue. In a sense the design concept could be seen as a definition or
metaphor of ‘street’ – as an echo and at the same time a new model. This led to a ‘drift’ in site
specific fixes from international and lightly engaged in the south to highly local and directly
engaged in the north. We decided that the Bi-way would catalogue its own A-Z: (Aalto [south]
to Zumthor [north], as Peter Zumthor had just been commissioned to design a mixed-use
housing block on the southern slopes of the Esker, overlooking the market square. The street
would thus traverse and connect historical and contemporary architectural ideals, and everyday issues of use.

These were the thoughts and ideas that preoccupied us. Our group struggled to work with a
conceptual framework that could be appropriate to the ‘critical regionalism’ of Kenneth
Frampton, and the Global dynamics of a contemporary form of ‘belonging’. The scheme had
to develop an aesthetic that was equally at home in Vianonkatu and in the pages of any given
design magazine. The design brief that the team had evolved was tough. It had to entertain
romantic ideals of place, whilst fulfilling real local needs and (our understanding of) local
perceptions of place. As Duchamp might say, only posterity can possibly judge whether the
mix was right.
We had decided that an iterative approach was needed to test and refine the team’s design
ideas, as this would allow a measured approach to the additionality of each piece and their
cumulative effect on the street. This has begun to be tested, in a small way, with the
installation of a full-size mock-up. The associated exhibition staged in May, 2002, purported to
continue a public dimension in the evolution of the design. Though it was poorly attended, one
can’t blame the thinking. Participatory design needs and demands high energy and high
profile if people are to be attracted, and getting the balance right is not as easy as might be
supposed.
figure 34 – a framework for continuity

My final contribution to the workshop was a sketched ‘framework for continuity’. This was
simple enough. I suggested that a local actor network be set up to ingrain in the scheme the
evolving needs of local communities, and particularly, of those citizens enmeshed in the
policy zone and those officials charged with delivery, in refining, implementing, and managing
the process of change. Media was to be given a role that was far from discursive, more
closely approximating an allied system of shared ‘rebranding’. This use of media was,
possibly, to extend into allied, digital domains of dialogue, feedback and change in use – a
structure for lifecycle design. Policy was seen not so much as an instrument of control, but a
proactive agency for evolutionary change. Jyvasyyla’s design policy should, it was suggested,
evolve to contain, and catalyse bottom-up systems of design and implementation, whilst
encouraging best practice in physical and social architectures.
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In short, this framework suggested extending the process of design at ‘both ends’ of the
spectrum of architectural endeavour to include the assembly of the brief and its social
counterpart on the one hand, and the management and curation of space and place-in-use on
the other. If this could be successfully phrased, ‘design’ could grow to tackle new questions,
situations and issues, and architecture could find a new social relevance and cultural
resonance.
The Vainonkatu project could be an exemplar of just such a process.
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